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Start of the Ice Wall Construction 

We cool coolant to about -30C in freezing plant, which runs into every freezing pipe through coolant pipes, 
and make the ice wall. After circulation, return warm coolant to freezing plant and cool again.

* The plan is temporary, and is subject to change depending on the environment.

100m Specification of freezing plant (set on O. P. +35m base)
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total length: app.1,500m

Freezing capacity 261kW/plant

Freezing plant 30 plants

coolant Calcium chloride solution

Temperature of  at plant’s outflow App. -30℃

Basic plan of the ice wall (freezing pipes and freezing plant)

<reference>
May, 30 2014

Tokyo Electric Power Company

 Installing casings of boring (outer pipe) and implanting freezing pipes to places excluding underground piping 
penetrating areas, part of the construction of the ice wall, has been started on June 2, 2014.
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Drawing of the Frozen wall blocks
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Building Process of Ice Wall

*The number of pipe is temporary, and may be subject to change depend on the environment.
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Building process of Frozen pipes

・Set frozen pipes in the ground, and connect coolant pipe circulating coolant about -30 ℃.

working days: app. 1dayworking days: app. 
2days

working days：app. 2days
<in case 30cm depth>

1. drilling 2. casing-end stop 3.Stand frozen pipes 4.connect the coolant pipes

Total: app. 5 days

Casing of drill

Drilling by rolling bit at tip

Casing-end stop

implant frozen pipe

coolant pipe

Protective of wall around pipe
(cement bentonite)

Pervious layer

water-barrier layer


